Money, Success and Colour
While not everyone knows their exact colour profile,
one can still identify with certain colours and
tendencies towards money more so than with other
colours. It is important to remember that any one
person is not just one colour, but a combination of
all seven. We can use this information to bring in
specific energies if we ever feel we need to shift our
attitude and how we approach our finances
and success.

Money and Success for
Red People
Red people are not driven by money. Money is a
necessity for survival, but it does not rule their lives.
Success is the result of the moment for red people.
They want to see the result of their work right away.
They flourish in result-oriented jobs.

Occupations for Red People
Red people make good salespeople, politicians,
surgeons, wrestlers, boxers, emergency rescue
workers, fire fighters, construction workers,
carpenters, dancers, as well as business and
project starters.

Money and Success for
Orange People
It does not take much money for an orange person to
be happy. They would prefer it if someone could look
after them financially. They do not mind working, but
they do not like to work too hard for their money.
They seldom know they have spent the money they
earned. They are irresponsible with money and not
financially stable. Orange people have to work very
hard to save money. They judge their success on their
popularity and on how much fun and freedom they
have had.

Occupations for Orange People
Orange people make great artists, musicians,
massage therapists, diplomats, social workers, and
politicians. They are born healers. They also make
good health consultants, dieticians, veterinarians,
athletes, flight attendants, tour guides, receptionists,
restaurant managers, bartenders and doctors.

Money and Success for
Yellow People
Security and stability are important factors for yellow
people. Money as such is not the most important
thing, but they need to know that they have enough
to live on. They usually have long-term investments
and are well-informed about their pensions and
retirement plans. They do not fritter away their
money but spend it practically and reasonably.
Yellow people measure their success by the amount
of schooling they have had and by what they have

learned. They like the feeling of having planned for
their future, both in work and in their private affairs.
They need to feel that they have definite boundaries
in their lives.

Occupations for Yellow People
Yellow people need jobs that allow them to use their
friendly, optimistic, curious, bright and insightful
minds. This keeps them satisfied and healthy. Yellow
people are often drawn to intellectually challenging
work. They make good architects, bookkeepers,
market analysts, computer analysts, mathematicians,
researchers, data processors, professors, librarians,
court reporters, office clerks, customer service reps,
engineers, teachers, psychologists, city planners and
technical writers.

Money and Success for
Green People
Green people are good givers, but they are not good
at receiving. They often feel that the work they do
has to come from the heart and not from a desire for
money. Because money does not have a top priority,
they often feel that they do not have enough money,
especially if they have families. They also frequently
choose careers that do not pay well. This is a major
complaint of theirs. Green people should learn that
growth, whether spiritual or materialistic, is an
energy in itself and not a sin. Green people base
their success on how many people they have been
able to help, how many friends they have, and the
length of their marriages. They like to help people
and often choose jobs in which they can do this.

Occupations for Green People
Green people make good teachers, nurses,
counselors, childcare workers, gardeners, florists,
veterinarians, forest managers, real estate agents,
bankers and healers.

Money and Success for
Blue People
Blue people easily acquire money, but they work hard
for the money too. Money means status, power and
security. They have an inner power, that helps them
to acquire nice things and money easily. Blue people
judge their success by what they have obtained in
life, by how much people respect them, or by how
much money they have.

Occupations for Blue People
Blue people are good business people, teachers,
historians, missionaries, art collectors, politicians,
preachers, ministers, religious leaders, singers,
archaeologists, church assistants, entrepreneurs,
bankers, corporate heads, real estate agents, and
good stock brokers. They make good nurses and

landlords too. Blue people are generally good in any
profession that requires organization, order
and control.

Money and Success for
Indigo People
Indigo people understand that money is energy and
that you need money in this world to survive. Indigo
people, like green and violet people, cannot work for
financial gain only. They would never do anything
that would harm people, plants, or the environment
for financial gain. As idealists, they would rather die.
They feel successful and happy when they can do
what they want to do and believe in what they will.
They feel that they have succeeded when they can
help other souls and when humanity seems to be on
the right track. Indigo people’s goal is the sense of
universal connection and community.

Occupations for Indigo People
Indigo people choose employment in which they can
influence other people with their faith. This includes
child related jobs, social work, and all animal
related work. Indigo people make good artists,
designers, writers, composers, musicians, counsellors,
parapsychologists, inventors and clairvoyants.

Money and Success for
Violet People
The wealthiest people on the planet are blue and
violet. The difference between the two is that blue
people can work for money only, while violet people
must believe in what they work for. They must enjoy
their work and be certain that there is a higher
purpose behind their success. To know success, violet
people must feel that they have touched the world
with their message. They must feel that they have
done their share in making this world a better place
to live. Violet people contribute much to society,
whether they are great artists or great leaders. You
seldom have any doubts when you run into a violet
person. They are very charismatic.

Occupations for Violet People
Violet people are happiest when they are selfemployed. They find it difficult to work for others.
Media technology plays an important part in violet
people’s lives; they can reach a larger audience
though television, film or theatre. Violet people often
work as writers, teachers, politicians, astronauts,
psychologists, architects or designers. Artists, leaders,
and messengers of the world benefit from the violet
energy’s inspiring power.
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